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BOAT PEOPLE 

Pentameters Theatre, NW3 16th-25th February 

‘…an intriguing work that questions our very idea of right and wrong, and what we’re 

capable of when placed under pressure.’ ★★★ 

When placed in the situation of having to choose between your livelihood and the lives 

of others, which do you choose? In theory, the choice seems obvious. But in the case of 

Boat People, the choice between right and wrong becomes increasingly more 

complicated as the story unravels. 

We meet Captain Papangelos, Greek master of a cargo ship, as he is called to witness 

over his decision to change course from a routine voyage. He chooses to rescue a 

boatload of migrants who may otherwise drown. In doing so, it becomes clear he has 

placed the lives of his crewmen at risk, with inadequate facilities to look after the 

hundreds that now occupy the ship, rather than the twenty or so crew it was designed to 

hold. 
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It takes a while for the conflict at the heart of Boat People to become clear – we spend a 

good 30 minutes thinking that Papangelos clearly made the right decision. However, 

once it reveals itself, the play raises a fascinating moral dilemma. Do we save the many 

and risk a few, or keep a few alive at the risk of many dying? Surely this is the question 

that has plagued politicians throughout years of wars, epidemics and migration crises. 

Giorgio Galassi gives an impassioned performance as Captain Papangelos. He brings 

the right combination of self-belief and anger to Papangelos’ situation; though perhaps 

comes across as too one-dimensional, considering the life-changing incident he has just 

borne witness to. There is plenty of room (indeed, the play seemed all-too-brief at 

around forty minutes) to explore both the light and dark to Papangelos’ character, and 

the real effects of the death, disease and moral questions that his decision has brought 

upon him. 

It felt as if this was a play that was missing its crucial second act. Playwright Emma Park 

has begun to create an intriguing work that questions our very idea of right and wrong, 

and what we’re capable of when placed under pressure. However, in its current form, the 

play only scratches the emotional and psychological surface of such questions. Park 

can, and should, go further as this is a work that explores an interesting perspective 

amongst the current climate of European migration. 
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Sepy Baghaei is a theatre director originally from Sydney, Australia. She runs 

independent theatre company Suitcase Civilians, which produces internationally touring 

work. Sepy holds an MA in Advanced Theatre Practice from the Royal Central School of 

Speech and Drama. 
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